Sirtawn Systems
Features and Functions: Inventory Control
Overview
* The module is based on a centralize database that contains all the required data for the Inventory (Item) Control
Module and all of the interfaced modules. Other key databases include a “Kit” database for defining kits, Multiple
Location Item Database for control information such as “quantity on hand” pertinent to a specific location (other
then the main location) and Vendor / Manufacturer Price Book Database that retains every possible part from the
Vendor/Manufacturer. (A simple process allows the set up of an inventory item from the price book when
required).

Key Fields
* 15 character + “Size” define a unique item# (part#). Note: The “Size” field usage is optional.
* 3 – 45 character description fields, the UPC field and the main vendor Item#. An additional database provides
cross-reference to your other vendors and prices.
* Costing fields track Standard, Average and Last Costs plus a “Pricing Cost” field for markups. Includes a cost
matrix to build up “Landed Costs” from “Off shore” costs (Exchange, duty, etc.).
* Pricing fields include “Suggested” and
Regular Price and a Complex Price Matrix to
calculate special prices such as wholesale,
special Customer, “Buying Groups” and high
quantities. Supports an unlimited currency types
(date based, buy, sell and corporate rates).
* Unit of Measure may differ from purchasing,
inventory count and Selling (Drum of oil = liters).
* Multiple “Re-ordering” methods (Min.
Levels/Re-order quantity, lead time, safety stock,
etc.).

Other Features
* "Available stock" popup (Includes multiple Locations, “On Order” quantities).
* Find Inventory quickly using Bar Codes and Scanner, “Lookup Groups/Subgroups”, Lookup by Description,
Lookup by Vendor or Lookup by Customer’s Purchased History.
* Supports full “Kit” processing including “Kits-on-the-fly” and manufactured kits / Packaging “Kit” Control of
“Substitutions”, “Package” pricing and Item quantities.
* Serial number selected Inventory Items (“Full Tracking” from Receiving to Sale or “Partial Tracking” – records
when item is sold).
* Cycle Count Sub-System includes “Count sheet” method and “Tag# Count” method. Control the count by “Count
Cycle#”, Product Group range, Bin# range and/or Vendor#.
* Inventory Adjustment Function (with full tracking and GL interface).
* Bar Code generator (Built-in) allows user defined Bar Code Labels (for Inventory, POS, etc.).

Reporting
* Most reports are available by Item# or Product Group ranges with additional filters (such as Vendor#, Bin# and
Stocked Flag).
* Over 40 Reports include Availability, Re-order, Evaluation, Overstocked, Maximum Value, Pricing, Adjustment,
Kit, Rental, Cost Variance reports plus many more.

Interface to Other Modules
* Integrated to Purchasing and Receiving Module, Order Entry Module, Service Module, Manufacturing Module and
Major Unit Inventory Module.
* Integrates to the "Notes" subsystem allows for printing of standard note information on all documents including
picking slips, sales orders, purchase orders and invoices. Notes may be attached to customers, products and
vendors as well as system notes.

Sirtawn Systems
Features and Functions: Inventory Control
Inventory Quick Setup
Unique “Key” identification to Item.

Function Keys: Preprogrammed “Hot
Keys” and/or “Mouse Buttons provide
easy access to related functions are
used throughout the system.

Separate Unit of Measure control for
Selling and Purchasing the Item.
(For Example: Buy Rope by the
Spool (1000m) and Sell by the Foot.

Costing and Pricing Options.

Override “Regular” GL Distribution for
special items (AR Control: Normal GL).
Kit Control for the Kit Master Item.

Rental Control fields used to “Rent”
inventory items through the POS
system. This is an alternative to our
full Rental Module and is built-in to
the POS Module.

Features: Inventory System Lookup Samples
Control of
Lookup
Sequence,
Starting Point
and Item
Status is
available on
most lookups.

Most Lookups include
easy access to other related
information such as “Vendor’s
Price Book”, inventory detail,
“Other Locations” & “Expected
Purchase Orders”.

Other Inventory
Lookup formats are
available in the system
(based on the particular
process requirements).

All Lookups use the up/down arrows to
“scroll” a line, the page up/down keys to
“move” the lookup a full page of records,
the F5 key to call the “Reposition Window”
(Shown above) and the F9 key to display the
Inventory “Details” window. Many lookups
include “instant” repositioning as an Item#
is entered.

Sirtawn Systems
Features and Functions: Purchase and Receiving Module
Overview
* Purchase Orders have several inputs to create “Line Details” on the PO.
1. A “Suggested Re-order” sub-system uses the Re-Order points and ReOrder Quantities to create a “Suggested” Requirement. The user may alter
this information before creating a real Purchase Order.
2. () Both the “Point-of-Sale” and “Service” modules allow the user to
add a “Line Detail” on an open PO that will track the Customer#, Sales# /
Repair Order# on PO for “Receiving” purposes and flags the origin with the
PO. (Note: When the inventory is received, the user may print labels that
identify the inventory for a Customer or Repair Order).
3.Purchase Orders may be “Manually” created.
* Purchase Orders are tracked by “Status” (New, Printed, Released,
Received, Complete).
* Purchase Orders are interfaced to Vendor’s system (where allowed such as
Mercury, OMC, Barley, Kimpex, etc. – this list is constantly growing as
Vendors make this option available).
* Purchase Orders may be “Partial” received.

Features
* Automatic conversions for Purchased Unit of measure to Inventory Unit of Measure.
* Uses “Origin Cost” (if available) and Import Costing Matrix.
* "Available stock" popup (Includes multiple Locations, “On Order” quantities.
* Find Inventory quickly using Bar Codes and Scanner, “Lookup Groups/Subgroups”, Lookup by Description or
Lookup by Vendor.
* Track Serial numbers for selected Inventory Items (Item is flagged as “Full Tracking”).
* Bar Code generator (Built-in) allows printing of “User Defined” Bar Code Labels (for Received Inventory) directly
from the Purchase Order.
* Special Sales Back Order Release function linked to
PO Receiving function. Allows the user to select
which Back Orders are filled from the received PO.
* Purchase Order Lookups by Sales#, by Project#, by
Repair Order# (Service), by Work Order#
(Manufacturing), by Item# and Item History().

Reporting
* Most reports are available by Purchase Order# or
Item# ranges with additional filters (such as
Vendor# and Received Date).
* Over 25 Reports include “Suggested Re-Order”,
Availability, Item Re-order Information, Actual “On
Order”, Expected Delivery, Received, Item PO
History, PO Final Costing reports plus many more.

Interface to Other Modules
* Integrated to Inventory Module, Order Entry Module and Service Module
* Integrates to the "Notes" subsystem allows for printing of standard note information on all documents including
picking slips, sales orders, purchase orders and invoices. Notes may be attached to customers, products and
vendors as well as system notes.

Sirtawn Systems
Features and Functions: Purchase and Receiving Module
Sample Image of Purchasing Header and Detail Input Images
Header identifies Vendor
information such as PO#,
Vendor# and Address.

Your preferences and
promises are recorded.

Special Notes and
Instructions (Print
on Purchase Order).

Inventory Lookups by Item#,
Description, Lookup Group.
Lookups are also available to all
other modules (such as RO#).
(Available Lookups are marked *)

Reminder of PO data.

Line# allows for multiple orders
of the same item for different
Sales#, Repair#, Work Order#
and/or Delivery Dates.

Up to 9999 Lines per PO.

